The NashuilleNumberSystem
Part 2: ShorthandSymbols
by Jim Riley
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to take a look at several shorthand concepts that'll
make your charts even more accurate.

For each example,I'll show the phrase using the number system, followed by a way to interpret it on the kit using traditional
notation. {AII of the audio examplescan be downloaded from the
Educationpage at rruww.moderndrummer.com.l

Youcan chart different rhythmic possibilitiesusing combinations
of dots.

FourChordsWalk Into A Bar...
Last time we learned that a split bar is when you play tro
chords in a measure(usuallyon beats I and 3 if the song is in
4/41.Youcan also notate a chord changeson each beat by underlining four num-beNin a row.
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In many songs,you'll hear a chord change on the "&" of beat 4.
This is called a "push" and is notated with a left-facing arrow
above the chord number.
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The first line of Audio Example2 is played straight, while the
chordsin the secondline are pushed.
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Thepushcanalsobe usedon multiplechordsin a splitbar,
givingyou evenmorerhythmicvariety.

DotsAnd Arrows
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Anothereffectiveshorthandsymbolis a dot.In the number
onebeat.Youwill oftenseeit usedto
system,a dot represents
e,(press
a dottedhalf-note/ quarternotecombinadon.
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Check out the rhythmic difference betvveen bars one and three
of the examplebelow.
Audio Example I
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Changing Times
Vuhenyou're reading or writing a number chart, it's aszumed
that the song is in 4/4 unless otherwise notated. If the song is in
3lS,you simply write the time signatureat the beginning of the
chart. However,if you need to insert a time signatue change
within a phrase, write the new signature in front of the bar and
enclosethe entire measurein parentheses.
Audio Examole 3
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ExceptionsTo The Rules
So far we've Iearned a few ways to notate some of the most
common rhythms in number charts. But what if you come across
a rhythm that can't be charted with a push or with dots? I usual-

Either one would help you get a better understandingof how this
stuff works.

ly write the rhythmic figue above the chord number, which is
similar to how section figures are notated in big band charts.

Your Homework
As an exercise, pick one of the following songs and chart it
out: "Beverly Hills" by Weezer."Photograph"by Nickelback,or
"tips Of An Angel" by Hinder.All three charts will be posted on
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lMhen the ftythms are even more involved, I often bail out of
the numbers altogether and write it out using standard notation.
Audio Example 5
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If you're preparing a lot of charts,make sure to include enough
information so that you can rememberhow to play the song. The
best way to do that is to leave clues at the top of the page. I
always mark the tempo, the basic feel, and any other pertinent
information at the top-right corner of my charts. like this:
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UprootedBass
Most basic chords are built with the first, third, and fifth scale
de$ee played simultaneously.So in the key of C, a I chord consists of a C, an E, and a G. By default, the bass player would play
the C, which is the root of the chord. But if you want the bass
player to play a note other than the root, write the desired bass
note under the chord number and separatethem with a horizontal line.
Audio Example 6
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If the theory in this article is a little overwhelming, get the
keyboard player or guitarist in your band to help you out. I would
also encourage you to get your hands on a keyboard instrument.
It could be a marimba, or it could be a cheap Casiokeyboard.

the Educationpage of www.moderndrummer.com.
I'll leave you with this: Countingis notwhat you should be
doing when playing music,even if you're playrng a song for the
ftst time. You should be thinking about what you can do to make
the song come acrossto the listenersin the most effectiveway
possible. By learning the Nashville Number System.you're putUng yowself on a level where you can communicateclear musical ideas with your band that'll help you make the song that
much better.
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